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Abstract: With the quick evolution of mobile apps and trip guidance technologies, a trip recom-
mender that recommends sequential points of interest (POIs) to travelers has emerged and recently
received popularity. Compared to other outing recommenders, which suggest the following single
POI, our proposed trip proposal research centers around the POI sequence proposal. An advanced
sequence of the POI recommendation system named Recommending Reforming Trip (RRT) is pre-
sented, recommending a dynamic sequence of POIs to a group of users. It displays the information
progression in a verifiable direction, and the output produced is the arrangement of POIs to be
expected for a group of users. A successful plan is executed depending upon the deep neural network
(DNN) to take care of this sequence-to-sequence problem. From start to finish of the work process,
RRT can permit the input to change over time by smoothly recommending a dynamic sequence of
POIs. Moreover, two advanced new estimations, adjusted precision (AP) and sequence-mindful preci-
sion (SMP), are introduced to analyze the recommended precision of a sequence of POIs. It considers
the POIs’ consistency and also meets the sequence of order. We evaluate our algorithm using users’
travel histories extracted from a Weeplaces dataset. We argue that our algorithm outperforms various
benchmarks by satisfying user interests in the trips.

Keywords: recommending dynamic trip; location-based social networks; POI sequence recommenda-
tion; deep neural network

1. Introduction

Location recommendations for having a great trip are becoming popular and attracting
the attention of researchers. After a tough time at work, many users would like to have
a great trip to enjoy the holidays. These POIs can be restaurants, hotels, beaches, events,
cinemas, parks, matches, or even a viewpoint on the road. In the most recent couple of years,
location-based social networks (LBSNs) have been a quickly developing field. The volume
of data created by LBSNs permits data miners to extract precise user data to offer superior
support in end-user applications. Compared to one POI suggestion, the sequence of POIs is
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challenging. Only a couple of investigations focus on POI sequence recommendations. To
share the visited location, users most frequently update their trip on location-based social
networks (LBSNs) [1], which make life enjoyable and exciting. This helps researchers to
extract the required data and provide a pleasant trip to the users. LBSNs provide masses of
critical information for investigating examples of human practices. This information has
massive potential for manipulation in different applications, such as to address and reply,
promote, and suggest [2]; among these, point-of-interest (POI) proposals have recently
been attracting increasing consideration from analysts.

The consistency of practices implies that the individual rules consistently follow a
specific example and the inclination in a particular duration. Along these lines, a POI
suggestion is needed that can catch users’ standards of conduct and preferences first from
the description of directions. Afterward, they can be drawn out to make the upcoming
suggestion. However, the more significant part of the current POI suggestion system
can suggest the upcoming POI [3,4], while now and again, progressive POI sequence
recommendations are more idealistic. For instance, when someone needs to arrange a
route, they look forward not to a solitary POI suggestion but to a recommendation for
the sequence of POIs. A sequence of POIs contains many POIs and follows the proper
travel order. Route arranging is an extraordinarily dreary and tedious task, since users
consistently need to consider the time imperatives, distance limitations, cost requirements,
etc. Contrasted with only one POI suggestion, a sequence of POIs is more difficult for the
following significant reasons: (I) a sequence of POI recommendations requires a relevant
and interesting sequence of POIs that precisely correspond with the user’s advantage and
inclinations, compared to simply an individual POI; (II) users’ inclinations may alter within
the middle of a trip, which expands the inconvenience of dynamic suggestions; and (III) the
ordered series of POI suggestions is depended upon different variables (e.g., dependency,
time, and other conditions) [5]. To display the POI sequence recommendation task, a few
analysts have proposed popularity-based methodologies [6,7], which means to discover
a POI sequence that expands POI popularity. Following these ways, all users can have
a similar recommendation. Furthermore, other customization-based methodologies [8,9]
have additionally been developed to suggest a magnificent travel plan for every traveler
dependent on their advantages and inclinations. Some researchers considered the time
factor in designing the trip recommendation model [10]. The vast majority of the previous
frameworks have some disadvantages: (I) they have to declare the beginning and end POIs
for each proposal, and (II) they cannot capture the changes in user inclinations after some
time, so that it is difficult to recommend a sequence of POIs dynamically.

This advanced research introduced a progressive sequence of POI suggestions, named
Recommending Reforming Trip (RRT), to a group of users. The trip proposal is designed,
specifically, so as to have the input arrangement in an authentic direction and the output
succession as the dynamic sequence of POIs to be suggested. Numerous examinations
have been conducted to solve the sequence-to-sequence learning issue, for example [6,7].
Given the way in which the deep neural network (DNN) has resulted in extraordinary
achievements in different fields [11], the engineering of the RRT was planned based on
the deep neural network. More explicitly, the RRT is consists essentially of an encoder
combined with a decoder. The encoder is intended to become familiar with the details
of the relevant data suggested in the input sequence, given the logical data; then, at that
point, the decoder is to produce the following POI individually to shape a POI succession
suggestion. In addition, this model recommends the sequence of POIs to a group of users.
The Weeplace dataset is assessed for the proposed technique; the experimental outcomes
prove the viability of the RRT for a group of users.

Our commitments are as follows:

• This advanced research introduces a progressive sequence of the POI suggestion struc-
tures named RRT, through which one can recommend a sequence of POIs dynamically
as per the recorded direction;
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• To utilize different data about POIs, such as geographical data, the POI embeds quality
and the absolute impacts of recorded demand with the positional encoding in the RRT;

• This advanced research likewise introduces two advanced measurements, i.e., adjusted
precision (AP) and sequence-mindful precision (SMP), that examine both POI property
and traveling order and can assess the suggestion precision of the sequence of POIs;

• This research recommends a series of POIs to a group of users, and not only to a
single user;

• We appraise the performance of RRT with real-world datasets from Weeplaces and
compare it with some baselines. The experimental results show that RRT is superior
to other trip recommendation techniques.

Section 2 of this paper surveys related work. Section 3 describes the proposed strategy.
Section 4 displays the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this advanced re-
search.

2. Related Work

Frameworks for recommending areas to a group of at least two or more users in a
traveler space are especially valuable as individuals usually make group ventures (family,
companions, and so on). In this paper we describe some recommendation frameworks for
POIs, such as itinerary recommendations, long- and short-term preference learning for the
next POI recommendation, and a serendipity-oriented next POI recommendation model
(SNPR).

Itinerary Recommendation. Itinerary recommendations provide recommendations
of POIs for travel, which is similar to our concern here. One of the best early examples
of class agenda recommenders mentioned in [6] was one in which the creators utilized
geotagged Flickr photographs to deduce user intrigue and suggest multi-day schedules
using a recursive ravenous calculation. In [12], mined user check-in information and a
priori-based analysis were proposed in order to discover ideal excursions under different
requirements, even though the computational expense was high. In [13], modified travels
in metropolitan regions were suggested by using POI classifications and recommending
various kinds of settings. Moreover, of late, Ref. [14] proposed a time-sensitive user premium
and exhibited benefits over the utilization of recurrence-based notoriety measures in travel
personalization. In [15], customized travel arrangements in various seasons were suggested
by consolidating text-based information and perspective data removed from the pictures.

This work is not the same as our work, as we are executing dynamicity in our excursion
suggestion system.

Long- and Short-term Preference Learning for Next POI Recommendation [16]. The
next POI suggestion has been concentrated on broadly at present. The objective is to suggest
the next POI for users at the exact time given users’ recorded history of traveling. In this
manner, it is pivotal to display users’ overall taste and successive ways of visiting interested
POIs. Additionally, the setting data, such as the classification and check-in time, are
likewise essential to capture user inclination. To address this problem, a model named the
long- and short-term preference learning model (LSPL) has been proposed considering the
consecutive and context data. The long-term module becomes familiar with the relevant
elements of POIs and influences the consideration system to capture users’ inclination.
The short module uses LSTM to become familiar with users’ consecutive ways of interest.
In particular, in order to be more likely to become acquainted with the different impacts
of areas and classes of POIs, two LSTM models were used for area-based succession and
classification-based grouping, individually. Then, at that point, the long and short-term
outcomes were examined to suggest the next POI for users. Finally, the proposed model
was assessed on two real-world datasets. The experimental results show that the strategy
performs better than other benchmark methods for the next POI proposal.

This work recommends only a single POI, while we are recommending a sequence of
POIs. Another difference between their work and ours is that we recommend a series of
dynamic POIs to achieve users’ satisfaction.
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SNPR: A Serendipity-Oriented Next POI Recommendation Model [11]. Personal-
ized trip recommendation attempts to recommend a sequence of points of interest (POIs)
to a user. The problem that most of the points of interest (POI) face is that recommending
the exact and accurate location bores the users. Looking at the same kind of POI again and
again is sometimes irritating and tedious. This work devised an approach and designed the
serendipity-oriented next POI recommendation model (SNPR). The proposed serendipity-
oriented next POI recommendation model (SNPR) is presented in this work to deal with the
challenges of discovering and evaluating user satisfaction. A compelling recommendation
algorithm should not just prescribe what we are probably going to appreciate, but should
additionally recommend random yet objective elements to assist with keeping an open
window to different worlds and discoveries. To evaluate the algorithm using information
acquired from a real-life dataset and user travel histories extracted from a foursquare
dataset, the impacts of uncertainty on increasing user satisfaction and social aims were
observationally confirmed. Based on that, the SNPR recommends a next POI with high user
satisfaction to maximize user experience. Presently, this algorithm outperforms various
recommendation methods by satisfying user interests in the trip.

This work recommends the next POI only to a single user, not a group of users.
This work included serendipity to achieve user satisfaction. We are suggesting a trip
which is the sequence of POIs, to a group of users. We included dynamicity in our trip
recommendation model.

All the mentioned trip recommendation frameworks use accumulation strategies to
recommend exciting locations to visit. By comparison, our methodology recommends the
sequence of POIs dynamically to a group of users.

3. Our Approach
3.1. Problem Statement

To recommend the sequence of POIs, we need to consider the order of the POIs, and
two consecutive POIs should not be similar. The problem of a static POI sequence is a
subject that we address in our advanced research. All the previous trip recommendation
models recommend stationary POI sequences to users. However, what if users want to
change their plans in the middle of the trip? As we know, a trip is a combination of a
sequence of POIs. The trip recommended at the start is the static trip, and the users cannot
proceed to the destination dynamically.

We addressed this issue by recommending the trip dynamically to a group of users.
We inputted the previous two or three POIs and obtained the next POI stepwise rather than
all the sequences of POIs at the start. For example, we obtained the previous two POIs of a
group of users (POIs = a, b) and then recommended the third POI, so that the sequence
would be POIs = a, b, c. Then we obtained the previous sequence as input POIs = a, b, c
and then recommended the next POI, so that the sequence would be POIs = a, b, c, d.

Our purpose was to recommend the trip to a group of users dynamically. The POIs
series recommendation for a trip is a Seq2Seq learning task. Seq2Seq is a technique for
encoder–decoder-based machine interpretation and language handling that maps an input
of a sequence to an output of a sequence with a tag and consideration value. The thought
is to utilize two RNNs that will cooperate with a unique token and anticipate the following
state sequence from the past arrangement. The Seq2Seq model is represented as the input
and the recommended POI series as the output.

3.2. Summing-Up the Designed Framework

Generally, related trip recommendation technologies recommend trips based only
on user profiles. Our goal for a POI arrangement recommendation is to capture this
inclination and conduct our design by merging them to dynamically suggest the upcoming
POI sequence. Given the success of the transformer model [17], we used a neural network
interpretation model, which is impressive for demonstrating a sequence-to-sequence task.
This advanced research proposes a new Recommending Reforming Trip (RRT) model. The
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transformer model follows an encoder–decoder structure but does not depend on repetition
and convolutions to produce an output.

The encoder’s job, as depicted on the left half of the transformer model, is to plan
an input succession to a sequence of constant representations, which is then added into
a decoder. The RRT mainly consists of an encoder combined with a decoder. In Figure 1,
we can see that combining an encoder with a decoder is the way to display the sequence-
to-sequence learning task. In particular, the encoder is utilized to gain proficiency with
the relevant data suggested in the information arrangement H. By contrast, the decoder
produces the POI succession proposal R. To capture plentiful data from the information
POI arrangement, the RRT incorporates four components as the contribution of the encoder;
the details are explained in the explanation of the model design. Given the decoder, the
fundamental component can suggest the following POIs individually to shape a POI
succession proposal. This individually utilizes two more helper methods to foresee the
classifications and areas of the comparing POIs. With different imperatives, both assistant
methods assist with training our model. It is important to keep in mind, however, that
the POIs are produced individually, and while creating the upcoming POI, the decoder
likewise accepts the recently made POIs as extra input.

Figure 1. The architecture of RRT. The details of the model are explained in Section 3.4.
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3.3. Generating a Trip for a Group of Users

To generate an order of POIs for a group of users, we divided the max-range POIs of
users with other users’ POIs. Then, regardless of the result, we placed the POIs repeatedly
after the POIs of the max-range POIs user. For example, we had a group of three users,
group =

{
user1, user2, user3

}
while the arrangement of POIs for these three users were

given as user1 =
{

Pc, Pg
}

, user2 =
{

Pa, Pb, Pe, Pf
}

and user3 =
{

Pb, Pc, Pf
}

. Next we used the
following Equation (1) to generate an order of POIs for the group of users.

Order o f POIs =
max− range
other ranges

(1)

We can now see that the max-range of POIs was four, which for user2. We next divided
the max-range with other ranges of POIs, which were two for user1 and three for user3. If
we divide the max-range of POIs, which was four for user2, with the other range, which
was two for user1, so we obtain Order of POIs =

(
4
2

)
= 2, and the resulting order of POIs

is: Order of POIs =
{

Pa, Pb, Pe, Pf , Pg
}

. We entered the POIs of user1 after each two POIs of
user2. Similarly, we made the same calculations for user3 and so on for the group of a larger
number of users than three. We removed the repeated POIs from the list; two consecutive
POIs should not be similar. For example, if Pb is a hotel, it is not appropriate to recommend
Pb again.

3.4. Explanation of Model Design

The RRT substructure can be isolated by three individual parts: first an input part,
second an encoder and decoder part, and third an output part.

In the Recommending Reforming Trip (RRT) model, four highlights of POIs arrange-
ments are included in the input part. These are classification embed, POI embeds, positional
encoding, and geographical effect, as displayed in Figure 1.

3.4.1. Input Part

POI Embeds. Instinctively, a POI arrangement is addressed to a group through the
ordering POIs’ unique IDs. In any case, the unique ID is an inadequate to portray a POI.
Highlight embed is a compelling portrayal learning strategy that can insert the first element
into a more powerful vector portrayal [18]. Additionally, a learnable highlight POI embed
is utilized to plan every POI’s unique ID to the c-measurement inactive vector fpe in that
exploration, which depicts the genetic element of the POI. Officially, the POI embeds of an
arrangement of POI S ∈ Rl is signified by the network fpe ∈ Rl×d, while the r is the range
of POI arrangements, and c is the component of the inactive vector. The POI insert is first
haphazardly instated, and afterward it is learned via neural network training.

Category Embeds. Classification is a significant characteristic of POIs that is broadly uti-
lized in numerous POI proposal frameworks, for example, by Ding et al. [19], Bolzoni et al. [7],
and Lin et al. [20]. The absolute impact of a POI arrangement was likewise considered in the
RRT. A POI arrangement was compared to a POI category arrangement. Like POI embeds,
a similar category embed was likewise used to plan every POI category to a c-measurement
inactive vector fce. In this way, the classification embed of a POI arrangement S can be
signified by a matrix fce ∈ Rl×d.

Geographical Effect. It has been demonstrated that geographical factors fundamen-
tally affect POI proposals [21]. Geographical effects exist among POIs. Among POIs and
users, as indicated by the law of geography, two nearer points of interest provide sufficient
points of comparison. This builds on the geographical directions, resulting in an effec-
tive method for estimating the comparability between points of interest. Then again, the
geological impact can likewise mirror users’ inclination to areas. For instance, users can
enjoy traveling near their homes. In this way, the geographical effect is a significant part
of POI attributes. To demonstrate the geographical effect of POIs, we used a multi-layer
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perceptron (MLP) [22] to change the directions of every POI over to a c-measurement vector
fge. To be specific, the fge is shown by Equation (2):

fge(c) = ReLU(ReLU(cW1 + B1)W2 + B2) (2)

while c = (dX, dY) is the direction of a POI, b1 and b2 are the biases, W1 and W2 are the
weights, and ReLU [23] denotes a rectified linear activation unit. The inclinations and
weights are the variables that should be trained. Additionally, a matrix fge ∈ Rl×d was
utilized to depict the geological impact of a POI succession S.

Positional Encoding. To utilize the order for the arrangement of POIs, which provides
indispensable context-oriented data, the “positional encoding” was brought into RRT. As in
Vaswani et al. [17], we encoded each location to a c-measurement vector; along these lines,
a network fpos ∈ Rl×d was developed to address the positional encoding of the succession
of a POI. In particular, every component of fpos is denoted by Equation (3):

fpos(p, e) =


sin
(

p
1000 e

d

)
, i f e is even

sin
(

p
1000 e−1

d

)
, else

 (3)

where p ∈ 1, 2, ..., l denote the POI’s location in the arrangement, and e ∈ 1, 2, ..., n signifies
the i-th measurement of the c-measurement vector.

When the above highlights of POI arrangements are determined, they can be coordi-
nated together by the following sum:

fint = fpe + fce + fge + fpos (4)

Then, at that point, fint is addressed in the part below.

3.4.2. Encoder and Decoder Part

The encoder and decoder infrastructure is strong for a Seq-to-Seq learning function [23,24].
This advanced research was also used in this design. In particular, an encoder is intended to
capture the context-oriented data inferred at the input arrangement H; then, at that point, a
decoder is utilized to create the POI succession proposal R depending on the output of the
encoder, as displayed in Figure 1.

Encoder. The encoder comprises an N indistinguishable block. The attention com-
ponent has been demonstrated to be a powerful approach for an arrangement-displaying
task in a deep neural network [25]. It can be seen as planning a group of key-value sets
(K V) with (Q) a query using the attention function as output. At the same time, the keys,
qualities, and inquiries are entirely obtained from the various changes of the incorporated
component. The output is a weight allotted to each esteem that relies upon the compara-
bility of the query to the relating key. Here, an MLHA structure similar to that used by
Vaswani et al. [17] was added into RRT. MLHA is calculated by Equation (5):

MLHA(K, V, Q) = Concat(Att1, Att2, ..., Attm)Wo (5)

while the Concat function is utilized to concatenate Att1 ∼ Attm, and

Atti = Attention(KWK, VWV , QWQ), i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., m} (6)

The Attention function is denoted by Equation (7):

Attention(V, K, Q) = so f tmax
(

VKT
√

dk

)
Q (7)
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where dk represents the measurement of K, and the softmax function is utilized for stabi-
lizing the output possibilities. The over variables’ matrices WK

i , WV
i , WQ

i , Wo are largely
trainable. The FFN is given by Equation (8):

FFN(x) = ReLU(xWFFN + bFFN
1 )WFFN + bFFN

2 (8)

where WFFN
1 , WFFN

2 are the weights and bFFN
1 , bFFN

2 are the biases. With that, the leftover
association [26] is employed to boost the results.

Decoder. The decoder also comprises N undefined pieces. Each piece, though with
encoder, has an additional conceal masked multi-head attention (Masked-MLHA) layer
that takes the past output of a POI order as input while creating the following order of POIs.
The aim is to ensure that the next series of POIs could be recommended dynamically, and
not statically as in the previous trip recommendation models. Moreover, the MLHA layer
inside the decoder uses the output of the encoder as input at that point, which is taken after
employing two-layer FFN. The remaining affiliation is also utilized within the decoder.

3.4.3. Output Part

The output part has three components, i.e., a principal component and two assistant
components. The main component is utilized to suggest the upcoming POI individually
to frame a POI succession proposal. The two helper components are separately used to
foresee the areas and categories of the relating POIs, which adds additional requirements
to the learning task to prepare the model and work on the exhibition. The complete loss is
composed as:

L =
k

∑
n=1

CE(yi, ŷi) +
k

∑
n=1

CE(cati, câti) +
k

∑
n=1

MSE(loci, lôci) (9)

where CE represents the cross-entropy function, yi is the one-hot encoding of a genuine
POI’s unique ID at location i, and ŷi is the proposal possibilities of all POIs at location
i. Likewise, cati is the one-hot encoding of a simple POI classification, and câti is the
anticipated possibilities of each category at location i. MSE represents the mean square
error function, and loci and lôci are individually the good and anticipated areas of the POI
at location i. The training aims to limit the loss function L.

3.5. Dynamic Recommendation

Users’ recorded directions consistently alter over for an extended period, which im-
plies that their advantages and inclinations likewise change over a long period. For this
reason, a dynamic proposal framework is much more viable than a static one. With this
examination, the model is finished with training. The RRT undoubtedly provides dynamic
suggestions by permitting the input POI arrangement to alter with time. At that point,
when the previously entered order of POIs alters, the RRT dynamically captures the new
inclination of the user, and then suggests a reasonable POI succession. As opposed to differ-
ent methodologies, which require costly calculation assets to re-compute the highlights of
the evolving input, the RRT offers a POI arrangement that is dynamic from start to finish.

4. Experiments

In this section, a series of experiments are conducted to assess the performance of the
proposed RRT system.

4.1. Experimental Setup
4.1.1. The Dataset

In this advanced research, the experiments are based upon a dataset [27] gathered from
Weeplace, a site that plans user check-in exercises in LBSN. Furthermore, the classification
and area of every POI are likewise given in that dataset. The dataset was separated into
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various regions within the city. Afterward, the proposed strategy was assessed in some
significant urban areas, including New York (NY), Brooklyn (BK), San Francisco (SF), and
London (LDN). Table 1 shows the measurement subtleties of the information for every
city. Table 2 shows the number of groups in every city along with the number of users in
each group.

We removed users with under 40 check-ins from that dataset for POIs with under ten
travel destinations. Every user was able to have a long authentic direction. In this manner,
numerous examples could be built for every user and the set of experiences by moving a
lag. In each instance, the principal POIs created the input POI arrangement, indicated by
I =
{

i1, i2, ..., in
}

, and top ordered POIs sequence is indicated by T =
{

t1, t2, ..., tk
}

.

Table 1. Statistics of datasets.

Items NY SF BK LDN

Total users 4811 3220 2724 1935
Total POIs 28,333 13,366 7334 10,405

Total check-ins 720,350 330,975 159,946 147,610

Table 2. Number of groups with total users.

Number of Users per Group

Cities 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

NY 15,915 18,685 19,451 17,774 15,602 13,789 11,386 7951
SF 9633 9486 6777 3369 1121 265 45 4
BK 8750 9552 8633 6142 3452 1579 585 160

LDN 3398 1716 711 269 102 36 9 1

4.1.2. Evaluation Metrics

In the only POI suggestion errand, precision@k and recall@k are typically chosen as
assessment measurements; each is assessed upon the top k POIs in a positioned proposal
list. In any case, what should be suggested in the POI arrangement proposal assignments is
not a placed POI list but rather an arranged POI succession. Along these lines, precision@k
and recall@k do not fit in this study area. The most utilized measurements for assessing
POI succession proposals are precision, recall, and F1 score [20,28–30]. F1-measure or
F1-score considers both precision and recall for test accuracy. Accuracy is how people think
when it comes to measuring the model’s performance. F1 is used to test how accurate the
model is at making predictions. In any case, a typical disadvantage of these measurements
is that they all disregard the order for POIs in the proper arrangement. By contrast, the
order of POIs in the trip is very important. Two advanced new measurements named
adjusted precision (AP) and sequence-mindful precision (SMP) are introduced to assess
the suggestion precision of POI arrangements, considering the POI property and traveling
order. Adjusted precision is computed by Equation (10):

AdjustedPrecision =
∑k

n=1 I(gi = ri)

K
(10)

where gi and ri represent the ground truth and the suggestion at location i, specifically, and

I(gi = ri) =

{
1, i f gi = ri
0, otherwise

}
(11)

Equation (10) shows that the adjusted precision is equivalent to 1 only when each
grouping location is accurately suggested. As such, if a POI arrangement suggestion
contains suitable POI properties but some unacceptable order, its adjusted precision is 0. In
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this manner, a more modest yet viable metric for sequence-mindful precision is likewise
introduced in this exploration, by Equation (12):

Sequence−mind f ulPrecision =
K ∩ G

R
· C

M
(12)

where
(

K∩G
R

)
estimates the level of cross-over in the suggested POI succession R and

ground truth G (except as concerns the order), while
(

C
M

)
calculates the order accuracy of

the covered arrangement, C is the quantity of all POI sets in the covered succession, and M
denotes the number of sets in the right order.

For instance, if a suggested POI arrangement is
{

Pb, Pa, Pd, Pc, Pf
}

and the related
ground truth is

{
Pa, Pb, Pc, Pd, Pe

}
, it can be productively determined that the adjusted pre-

cision = 0. As concerns sequence-mindful precision, the covered succession
{

Pb, Pa, Pd, Pc
}

can be acquired first, which has four normal POIs, so that
(

K∩G
R

)
= 0.8. Furthermore, all

the requested POI sets in the covered arrangement incorporate
{

Pba, Pbd, Pbc, Pad, Pac, Pdc
}

,
i.e., C = 6.

However, only
{

Pbd, Pbc, Pad, Pac
}

have the right orders for ground truth; therefore,
M = 4. Normally it is determined that the sequence-mindful precision = 0.529. This model
shows that adjusted precision is much more rigorous than sequence-mindful precision, and
sequence-mindful precision considers the level of cross-over between sequences as well as
the order in the succession.

Other than adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision, the most frequently
utilized measurements, such as precision and recall, are additionally used to assess the
models in this examination. The confusion matrix can be used to determine precision and
recall. Furthermore, these two arrived at the midpoint of all the POIs.

4.1.3. Baselines and Implementation Details

To assess the performance of the introduced model, we chose the following four
recommendation models.

• LOcation REcommendation (LORE) [30]. This first mines successive examples of
certain POI arrangements and represents the successive examples as a unique loca-
tion–location transition graph (LLTG). In light of the LLTG and the geographical effect,
LORE would be able to foresee the user’s likelihood of traveling to every POI.

• Additive Markov Chain (AMC) [31]. This suggests POI arrangements by utilizing
consecutive impact. In particular, given an authentic direction Su of the user u, while
suggesting the POI at location p, AMC at first provides likelihood figures of the user’s
traveling to every POI dependent upon the full set of POIs before location p. This
suggests the POI with extreme likelihood at location p.

• RAND. The random-based strategy arbitrarily suggests POIs among the applicants to
which the objective user has not traveled.

• LSTM-Seq2Seq [24]. This involves a multifaceted long short-term memory (LSTM)
to plan the input grouping to a vector having a fixed measurement, and afterward
utilizes another profound LSTM to translate the objective succession from the vector.

4.1.4. The Variable Setting

In the experiments, all examples were partitioned into three parts, i.e., a training part
(70%), an approval part (20%), and a test part (10%). The training part was utilized for
training the model boundaries of RRT. The approval part was used to choose the limits for
the training. Furthermore, the test part was used to assess the performance of the model.
Moreover, the c-measurement of the input included was set to 72 and the quantity of blocks
N was adjusted to 2.

By contrast, the quantity of the “header” of the MLHA layer m was adjusted to 9.
Moreover, the analyses were directed with two different settings of input and output
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POI arrangement ranges: (n, k), with (18, 3) and (15, 6). In order to adequately assess
the performance of the introduced calculation and reduce the risk of over-fitting, each
investigation in this advanced research was repeated multiple times, with the mean and
change of numerous outcomes utilized to quantify the presence of the model. Furthermore,
all of the experiments were executed with TensorFlow [32].

4.2. Experimental Results

A series of analyses was performed using the above setup. For the importance of
the order of POIs for recommending the trip, as well as adjusted precision and sequence-
mindful precision, are introduced in Tables 3 and 4. The contrast between Tables 3 and 4
concerns the adjusting of input and output POI arrangement ranges: the first is (18, 3), and
the last is (15, 6).

It is evident from Tables 3 and 4 that RRT essentially exceeds different baselines
if we make our estimates using adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision for
all of the four urban areas. The RAND technique provides the suggestion only through
irregular choices without extra data, so that precision is extremely low but stable. By
comparison, AMC and LORE accomplish comparable execution. All the more explicitly, if
the range of input is more extended (18) and the output range is more limited (3), LORE
is superior to AMC much of the time. Alternatively, at the point when the information
range becomes more limited (15) and the output range becomes longer (6), AMC quite
often surpasses LORE. Then again, it is not difficult to notice that the upsides of sequence-
mindful precision are consistently greater than those of adjusted precision, which confirms
that, as referenced in the past investigation, adjusted precision is more rigorous than
sequence-mindful precision.

Table 3. Execution examination on four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF—for adjusted precision and
sequence-mindful precision with an input value = 18 and an output = 3. The results in bold are those
with the best performance.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP

RAND 0.09 0.010 0.004 0.064 0.009 0.165 0.009 0.023
AMC 5.232 8.454 6.565 8.454 7.343 11.343 9.454 14.655
LORE 6.354 8.234 7.675 8.345 8.454 10.343 11.354 13.564
LSTM 7.243 11.345 9.354 13.344 8.456 20.456 12.453 25.454
RRT 8.443 18.453 12.454 17.344 9.453 21.453 13.453 27.344

Table 4. Execution examination on four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF—for adjusted precision and
sequence-mindful precision with an input value = 15 and an output = 6. The results in bold are those
with the best performance.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP

RAND 0.005 0.024 0.005 0.024 0.009 0.024 0.014 0.024
AMC 5.543 9.453 4.656 9.345 6.453 12.564 9.344 18.353
LORE 4.344 8.634 4.233 6.345 6.345 9.344 10.344 14.454
LSTM 6.454 17.433 6.345 17.345 7.345 16.345 10.343 25.343
RRT 7.353 19.445 7.454 18.434 10.354 20.345 13.343 28.344

In addition, in adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision, we used precision
and recall to assess the above models. Tables 5 and 6 present the experimental outcomes.
Table 5 represents the situation with an input value = 18 and an output = 3, and Table 6 the
case of an input value = 15 and an output = 6.
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In light of the outcomes, it can be seen that RRT can, in any case, surpass practically all
of the similar approaches when estimated with precision and recall. Moreover, as the input
is limited, the output is extended. The POI series proposal also becomes more refined. RRT
can, in any case, accomplish significantly better execution, which demonstrates that the
RRT is excellent for the recommendation of POI arrangement tasks.

Table 5. Execution examination on four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF—for precision and recall with
an input value = 18 and an output = 3. The results in bold are those with the best performance.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

RAND 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.001 0.001
AMC 0.633 0.750 1.644 1.435 3.644 12.453 2.634 9.453
LORE 1.455 5.345 4.345 0.453 0.534 9.453 3.453 9.543
LSTM 2.453 7.454 4.454 2.454 5.454 13.544 4.454 10.345
RRT 4.444 10.454 5.454 5.434 7.544 14.454 6.544 13.343

Table 6. Execution examination on four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF—for precision and recall with
an input value = 15 and an output = 6. The results in bold are those with the best performance.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall

RAND 0.001 0.002 0.013 0.013 0.014 0.032 0.031 0.029
AMC 0.454 1.444 3.454 0.988 1.454 9.454 1.454 4.454
LORE 0.454 5.454 1.454 0.865 0.234 10.454 0.454 6.454
LSTM 0.745 6.454 6.454 1.454 2.454 11.454 1.454 8.545
RRT 2.454 7.545 7.454 3.454 5.454 13.344 3.645 10.454

4.3. The Impact of Components

As depicted in Section 3.4.1, four highlights are described in the input part of the RRT:
the POI embeds (PE), geographical effect (GE), positional encoding (POs), and category
embed (CE). That part explores the impact of all the segments. In particular, every detail
is eliminated from the input part separately to show the viability of the relating part. The
experimental findings are shown in Table 7.

As indicated by the outcomes introduced in Table 7, if the PE and POs are eliminated
from the input part, the adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision consistently
decrease. The adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision always result in increased
qualities while eliminating the CE and GE. This implies that PE and POs are the more
significant highlights in the POI arrangement proposal.

Table 7. Impact of various components upon given four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF—for adjusted
precision and sequence-mindful precision with an input value = 18 and an output = 3.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP

RRT 8.443 18.453 12.454 17.344 9.453 21.453 13.453 27.344
No PE 1.435 2.343 2.534 4.433 2.444 5.234 3.443 6.453
No CE 5.454 8.354 6.344 9.354 7.345 13.345 10.544 16.354
No GE 6.454 8.454 7.354 9.545 7.544 12.454 11.543 12.354
No Pos 2.454 3.454 5.454 8.454 6.344 10.454 8.454 11.454

4.4. Cold-Start Problem

Recommendation frameworks consistently encounter the cold-start problem, so that
the proposed frameworks experience issues, suggesting solid outcomes due to the underly-
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ing absence of information. Likewise, RRT has a cold-start problem if the input information
is restricted. In this advanced research, therefore, users with fewer than 18 and more
than 3 check-ins were utilized to approve the exhibition of the introduced calculation in a
cold-start problem. In particular, each deficient direction was chosen from an arrangement
of a fixed range (18). Then, at that point, the initial 15 POIs contribute to the training model
to achieve a proposal, while the 3 POIs are utilized to assess the suggestion precision. The
trial outcomes were introduced in Table 8. It may be noticed that the performance of all the
strategies aside from RAND deteriorated (as contrasted with Table 3). In spite of this, RRT
is still fundamentally better than other baselines.

Table 8. Execution examination in a cold-start problem for four cities—LDN, NY, BK, and SF. The
results in bold are those with the best performance.

NY SF BK LDN

Methods AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP AP SMP

RAND 0.003 0.024 0.008 0.054 0.016 0.032 0.013 0.024
AMC 1.434 5.345 1.434 2.453 3.454 5.453 2.345 5.533
LORE 3.543 6.543 1.453 2.434 4.453 6.534 5.534 7.534
LSTM 3.453 7.453 3.453 6.453 6.753 15.435 8.454 18.345
RRT 4.434 10.453 5.434 9.643 6.953 16.454 8.745 22.453

5. Conclusions

This advanced research proposes the RRT system to suggest POI successions based on
a group of users’ recorded directions. RRT first models the sequence of POI suggestions
as a Seq-to-Seq learning function and afterward develops a DNN-based construction to
address it. In RRT the POIs are obtained to highlight the categorical and geographical
effects of recorded directions as input, then generally with the outputs a POI sequence
recommendation is provided to a group of users. From start to finish of the work process,
RRT can undoubtedly provide a dynamic sequence of POIs recommendations by permitting
the inputs to alter over a long period. Moreover, except for precision and recall, two
advanced measurements, namely adjusted precision and sequence-mindful precision, are
proposed to assess the suggestion precision of dynamic sequences of POI recommendations
to a group of users. Although they vary in their precision and recall, adjusted precision and
sequence-mindful precision both consider the traveling order of POI arrangements, which
results in a more sensible approach to assess the proposal exactness of a POI sequence.
Likewise, the experimental outcomes of all the measurements above illustrate the enormous
benefits of RRT in making dynamic trip recommendations to a group of users.

RRT has shown its adequacy; however, a few subjects still deserve further investigation.
Finding a way to include spontaneity in recommending a dynamic sequence of POIs to a
group of users should also be addressed in future work.
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